Hey there,

Welcome back to our bi-weekly career growth newsletter. We're so happy you're back here with us!

And without further ado: Here's what you came for!

**Rathan Raju - Meet the Mentor**

Why did you decide to become a mentor? I've always aspired to be a good leader. This mentorship assisted me in learning and I wanted to develop my leadership abilities on how to work with people with whom you do not naturally connect, demonstrating patience with those in need of guidance and support, and assisting people in determining the best path ...

**How I left my job during the COVID crisis and landed at Google**

A year ago I made the decision to leave my job. Without any back-up plan, without any idea of where I was going — I resigned. Well, there was some time to figure it all out thanks to the 3-month notice period in France for this type of role. Many business magazines, including the very prestigious, have recently published articles about young people ...

**Mobile and IoT Security Strategies in the Cloud**

Editor’s Note: The following is an article written for and published in DZone’s 2021 Application Security Trend Report. As the Internet of Things (IoT) space continues to expand, “smart” products are becoming more popular. Now you can easily buy and connect devices like vacuum cleaner robots, doorbell cameras, and smart locks. Moreover, you can combine all these devices in a smart ...
Boris Zaikin
I'm a Certified Software and Cloud Architect who has solid experience designing and developing complex ...

Visit Mentor

Andy Chen
Hello everyone, Andy here: - Anthropologist - Fullstack engineer - Fullstack engineer - Senior DevOps ...

Visit Mentor

Anjana Rao 😊
Experienced Product Leader with 16 years in the Information technology industry. Led teams through the ...

Visit Mentor
Daniele Marinelli
Remote sensing data scientist with a strong background in LiDAR point clouds, Hyperspectral and Multispectral...

Visit Mentor

See all new mentors

Catch you next time!
Dom #
Founder of MentorCruise.com
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